
Hot Melt / Low Melt-07-11-2021 Cotton Market Price

Cotlook ‘A’ Index- 127.95 (04.11.2021)

Indian Cotton – as on 03.11.2021

PSF china
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EXCHANGE RATES 

High Tenacity Yarn-07-11-2021

Aramid-07-11-2021

*For natural reduce USD 2.50/Kgs from above prices

*For Black please add USD 2.50/Kgs in above prices. NFPA

2112 passed , FOB

VSF - 07-11-2021

ASF(Acrylic Staple fiber)

U.S Futures Daily Cotton Market- 07-11-2021

China Cotton Index (CC Index)

Cotton yarn prices – India – 07-11-2021

Yarn prices are expected to remain firm in short term

based on good demand in domestic market and higher

raw cotton prices.

*Above prices are based on exports

100% PP Non Woven Fabric



Under Armour Focuses on Logistics Woes as
Vietnam Factories Return
Standard Chartered Bank paves the way for
sustainable trade in Bangladesh
Mechanical cotton-picking brings more efficiency,
income for cotton farmers in Xinjiang
Biden Cuts Three African Nations from AGOA
Jordan’s apparel industry attracts Bangladeshi
Labor
Finland proposes clothing, shoe material labeling
law to satisfy EU
China’s manufacturing PMI down to 49.2 in Oct
from 49.6 in Sept
American e-commerce firm Amazon clocks $111
bn quarterly sales

Surat: Foreign post office to benefit diamond,
textile sectors
The textile industry seeks PM’s intervention to
stabilize cotton prices.
First in a decade, cotton rates sustain 30%
above MSP
Cotton sells at over Rs 10,000 per quintal in
Gidderbaha
Cotton prices hit Rs 10,000, ride wave of low
yield
Bengal to set up about 2,500 high-end looms
Bulging exports to lift home textile players’
revenue 20% this fiscal: Report
Oct export data looks impressive but Govt must
provide freight support till 31st March 2022:
FIEO President
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PTT(POLYTRIMETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE)
PTT (polytrimethylene terephthalate) is a thermoplastic
that can be spun into both fibers and yarns. PTT belongs
to a class called aromatic polyesters.

In both carpet and textile markets, PTT combines the
chemical resistance characteristics that you can get
from polyester with the elastic recovery and resilience of
nylon. PTT also offers inherent stain resistance, is
continuously printable and dyeable without speciality
chemicals in a full-colour range.
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PTT as a fiber has the following characteristics:

Fabrics made with CORTERRA Fibers have great appeal
in the fast-growing stretch market. Unlike other stretch
fabrics, these easy-care fabrics offer a combination of
features that include the softness of nylon, beautiful
drape and brilliant colors.

Soft
Rresistant to stretching
Quick drying
Wrinkle resistant
Able to reatin heat-set plates and creases
Easily washed

Applications
Apparel: For every form of clothing, such as casual,
swimwear, activewear and innerwear.
Home furnishing: Carpets, draperies, sheets and
pillowcases, wallcoverings and upholstery
Other: Non-woven, automobile upholstery.


